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bmhru1222
2023

Russian: Language and Culture

5.00 credits 60.0 h Q1 and Q2

Teacher(s) Frogneux Cécile ;Moskovchenko Daniil (compensates Riapolova Marina) ;Riapolova Marina ;

Language : Russian

Place of the course Bruxelles Saint-Louis

Learning outcomes At the end of this learning unit, the student is able to :
Term 1 Language [- 30 Th. - Weight : 50] Cécile Frogneux

At the end of this activity, students will be able to :

- master the basic syntactic structures of Russian in both written and spoken form

- understand and explain the meaning of vocabulary and expressions (including proverbs and sayings) used in
Russian in everyday life (topics such as: travel, city, work and study, arts, media, state and society, health, flora,
commerce, etc.);

- understand and analyse a written text or an oral message related to these themes from the point of view of its
content, context, register;

- use, orally and in writing, this vocabulary and these expressions in the appropriate context, taking into account
their register;

- translate these expressions by an appropriate equivalent in French (idiomatic or not);

- identify the essential information and the general structure of an oral message or a written text, reformulate its
content orally, respecting the author's intention;

- present orally a topic they have prepared and lead a discussion on it;

- structure their linguistic knowledge and update it;

Term 2 Culture [- 30 Th. - Pond.: 50] Marina Riapolova

At the end of this module, students will be able to :

- become familiar with different civilisational aspects of Russia (geography, history, art, customs)

- improve their listening and speaking skills in Russian

- activate their previous knowledge of grammar and lexicon

- implement various presentation techniques for an oral presentation

Bibliography
Notes de cours (vocabulaire et exercices) disponibles sur Moodle et au service de reproduction.

Sur Moodle : Notes à consulter et exploiter chaque semaine. Dossiers comprenant des documents relatifs aux sujets
traités en cours. Documents audio.
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Programmes containing this learning unit (UE)

Program title Acronym Credits Prerequisite Learning outcomes

Bachelor in Translation and

Interpreting
TIMB1BA 5

https://sites.uclouvain.be/archives-portail/ppe2023/en-prog-2023-timb1ba.html
https://sites.uclouvain.be/archives-portail/ppe2023/en-prog-2023-timb1ba-cours_acquis_apprentissages.html

